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About This Game

You ring the mysterious bell. Next minute, you're riding in Santa's sleigh, dropping presents in chimneys. Welcome to Santa
Simulator where kids squeal with delight and adults become kids again.
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Santa Simulator will automatically appear in your library when you buy Richie's Plank Experience.

How to Play

Use the trigger on your controller to ring the bell and throw presents into the chimneys.

How many presents can you deliver?

0 - 5 presents: Santa School Student
5 - 10 presents: Shopping Centre Santa

10 - 20 presents: Elf Level Respect
20 - 30 presents: Hey, no professionals. Oh, you're not? Well you should be.

30 - 40 presents : Next in Line for the Santa Throne
50-70: You are Santa Claus

70+: You are Mrs Claus
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This game taught me valuable lessons on friendship and homicidal clowns. Didn't get laid tho.

But honestly: This game is a little awkward and partially cringy, but in an entertaining way. I wouldn't recommend buying it
without discount though.. It's like Surviving Mars, if Surviving Mars was the worst game ever made.
. A great Strategy of Tower Defense with great challenges. I have loved it!. minecraft with guns. I have purchased the original
games with some extra DLC (JFK, San Diego, and Atlanta) but the DLC are not installed. Please help me in fixing this issue, it
is very frustrating. I feel like I have wasted my money on the DLC I bought.
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This game is pretty interesting, but damn is it hard. It would have been nice if it tried to explain the logic to solving the puzzles.
The difficulty curve is nuts, too. I tried and got stuck on level 3.. Overly simplified economy, for an economy game that about
says it all. You ships look like little RC sailboats as the speed around the Mediterranean leaving huge wakes behind them. Just
plain weird naval combat. If the economy was any good all of this could be overlooked. Basically plays like a mobile game (yes
it’s that simplified).. Fun, Action packed, and pretty. Any Tron fan will love this game, including people who like tank
simulations. 4.5/5. I purchased the monthly subscription yet they don't let me render my videos without the watermark. I am
genuinely shocked. I payed money to use a demo.. great engine I just can't get it to move.
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